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dave ziegler joins the staff following a successful tenure at tuscola high school and tuscola football,
and the 2018 illinois high school association class aa state championship. mike anotti comes to
tuscola after a short stint at decatur public schools and an internship with new jersey prep school
coach mike dirubbi. anotti graduated from the college of the holy cross in 2008 with a bachelor of
arts in communications, featuring a minor in health sciences. he earned a master's in health
administration at the university of pennsylvania in 2014, and graduated from the university of
pittsburgh in 2015 with a master's in sport studies. anotti worked the past two years as the head
strength and conditioning coach at steel valley charter school in pittsburgh. he also served as the
assistant track and field coach at wesleyan university for the past three seasons. dan dibble joins the
staff at tuscola high school following a successful four-year career in the college and prep ranks at
lincoln park high school in chicago. dibble graduated from the university of illinois in 2001 with a
bachelor of science in health and physical education. he holds a master's in health education and a
master's in educational leadership from the university of illinois in chicago. dibble was the assistant
head football coach at lincoln park high school in chicago. in 2011, he helped the lhs baseball team
qualify for the state tournament and earn the school's first state championship. and if we follow this
line of thought, we can question what is wrong with three-month foundation workouts. these
workouts are based on the guidelines developed by sommer. their primary focus is on improving
endurance, efficiency, and strength in a functional, integrated, and synergistic manner. and they are
implemented with a focus on expediency, time, safety, and practicality.
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any training load that consistently produces less than a growth response has no training value
because it performs no function that can be applied to increase athletic performance. high-intensity
functional exercise (hif) is a type of training with characteristics of both high volume and high
intensity. research is rapidly being published that indicates that hif is one of the most effective forms
of resistance training with a number of significant benefits to health and athletic performance (e.g., [
23 ]). training programs often target short-duration, high-intensity activities and are used for
conditioning by either training athletes or recreationally active individuals. instincts are what your
gut tells you to do in a particular situation. it is important to learn to listen to your gut and trust it.
trust is important. your instinct can warn you before you get into danger or even give you a warning
of the dangers. instinct is like the relay runner in a relay race who gets the baton to start the race in
a second. he gets on the track without really knowing where the other runner is and is just doing the
best he can. instinct is a major thing that makes you a good runner and it gives you the power to
make your run. as humans, we are born with instincts that help us do certain things that can help us
accomplish our goals in life. we are born with these innate abilities, instincts, and talents that will get
us through life. although many athletes may have a coach (or coach of a coach) who has faith in
their ability and has seen them grow over the years, the most important person for that growth to
occur is themselves. a coach helps a player, but it is up to the player to listen to them and to apply
the information. a coach is like a mirror who reflects back to the player how they are moving at that
moment and where the player is. while a coach may be able to advise and inspire the player, the
player has the final say in whether or not they use the information. while a coach has all the
knowledge to tell a player how to play the game, the player must learn how to use that knowledge to
win, period. this is where you must take control of your goals and use what you have learned to win.
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